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Essays on whether the Bible and science conflict typically come in four varieties: (1)
Yes, of course they conflict, and so much the worse for the Bible because science shows
that the Good Book is riddled with errors and misconceptions. This is the line taken by
atheists such as Richard Dawkins. 1 (2) Yes, of course they conflict, and so much the
worse for science, which, far from being unbiased and self-correcting, is an ideologically
driven enterprise committed to a materialistic worldview. True science, properly so
called, needs to take its cues from the Bible. This line is taken by many young-earth
creationists. 2 (3) No, they don’t conflict because, by their very nature, they can’t
conflict—the Bible and science address fundamentally different aspects of reality. Rather
than compete, they complement each other. Stephen Jay Gould’s NOMA (NonOverlapping Magisteria) and much of the Templeton-funded science-religion dialogue
take this line. 3 (4) Not only don’t the Bible and science conflict, but, as good fortune
would have it, they overlap and speak in unison where they do. This is the line of
concordists or harmonizers. 4
Given a forced choice among these positions, I would go with the last. This is where
my sympathies lie. To put my cards on the table, I am a biblical inerrantist. Thus I hold
that the Bible doesn’t err in all matters to which it speaks, not only in faith and morals but
also in history and science. Though rejecting a dictationist view of the Bible’s formation,
I hold to its plenary verbal inspiration—the Bible, down to its very words and letters, is,
in my view, inspired. On some of the most contentious areas in the dialogue between
science and theology, I take a thoroughly traditional line. Adam and Eve, the progenitors
of the human race, were, in my view, exactly two people specially created by God apart
from primate ancestors. More generally, common descent, the claim that all organisms
trace their lineage to a common ancestor is, in my view, ill-supported by the scientific
evidence. I regard the power of evolutionary processes as wildly exaggerated by the
scientific mainstream. In particular, natural selection has, in my view, little creative
potential and can at best explain small-scale evolutionary changes. 5
Given such views, I could write this essay along traditional concordist lines,
describing how mainstream science gets it wrong where it conflicts with the Bible and
indicating how certain tradition-bound interpretations of the Bible get it wrong where
they conflict with rigorously established areas of science. 6 This genre has filled the
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apologetics literature at least since William Paley’s Natural Theology (1802). It has
merit, but I’m not convinced we need more of it. Apologetics, it seems to me, needs to do
more than simply shore up the faith of the faithful—it needs to shake up the unbelief of
the unbelieving. In examining whether the Bible and science conflict, I would therefore
like to challenge those who think they do as well as those who think they don’t.

FAITH, REASON, AND APOLOGETICS
Philosophers and theologians like to place views, their own and others’, in tidy
categories. With their own preferred view, they want to show that everything conforms
with it neatly and tightly. With unwelcome alternatives, they want to show that these are
riddled with dissonance and incoherence. Although I think Christianity, conceived as a
worldview, has far more going for it than any of the other worldviews out there, we
misrepresent the cogency of the Christian worldview by suggesting it is a slamdunk once
we know the relevant facts, concepts, and arguments.
Richard Dawkins is on record as saying that anyone who denies evolutionary theory
is either ignorant, stupid, insane, or wicked. 7 For him, evolution is like one of Descartes’
clear and distinct ideas—short of gross mental malfunction, to entertain it is to accept it.
When it comes to broader worldview questions, however, such certainty is unsustainable.
There’s too much that we don’t know. Moreover, our reasoning about the truly big
questions always contains leaps or discontinuities, which, though often quite plausibly
spanned, cannot be filled in with anything like mathematical precision. To say that the
reasonableness of the Christian faith is not a slamdunk is not to embrace an irrationalism
that denies any concord between Athens and Jerusalem or thinks it impious to use one’s
natural intellect to try to understand aspects of the faith. It seems that both rationalism
and irrationalism can be roads to idolatry, and that God countenances neither.
If apologetics could nail down the truth of Christianity with such rigor that one
would, as Dawkins puts it, have to be ignorant, stupid, insane, or wicked to reject it, then
we could depend solely on our intellects to determine the truth of Christianity and thus
take pride in how smart we are for seeing its truth. In our pride, we would thus turn our
intellects into an idol. But renouncing the intellect and its effectiveness in the apologetic
enterprise faces no less a temptation to pride and idolatry. “We can understand nothing
about God except what he has directly revealed to us,” be it through his Word or by the
Holy Spirit or through some other means that are not the common patrimony of all
humanity. In that case, it’s only the holy few who are privileged with seeing the light of
truth. Moreover, in dismissing apologetics for its emphasis on rational argument, they
must use words and reason to argue why the truth of God may not properly be defended
through rational argument. The irrationalists on apologetics thus cast themselves as
occupying the intellectual high ground (based on what, reason?) over the poor benighted
rationalists who think that reason can take us at least some distance in the direction of
God.
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The truth about apologetics therefore lies somewhere in the middle. It is neither a
slamdunk method for compelling faith nor a feeble method with no purchase on faith.
Indeed, the New Testament takes such a middle course, underscoring the need for
apologetics, but without overstating or understating its importance. Viewed rhetorically,
apologetics is about persuasion—persuading people that the truths proclaimed in the
Gospel hold up under scrutiny. And that’s exactly what we find in Scripture.
Proclamation throughout the New Testament works hand-in-glove with persuasion.
Believe because _______________, where the biblical writer fills in the blank, and the
blank constitutes a means of persuasion. The blank is some stated reason, which may be
the miracles of Jesus (John 14:11), or the eye-witness testimony of the apostles (Acts
2:32), or an appeal to shared philosophical sensibilities (Acts 17:28). The reason given
helps to support faith, but it never is quite enough to mandate faith, at least not on strictly
intellectual grounds. If anything, the mandating of faith comes from the heart rather than
the head—it is moral rather than intellectual. It’s as though God were saying, “You’ve
been given enough to believe, and even if your mind is not completely satisfied, your
heart, were it not corrupted, should be satisfied, so your refusal is culpable even if you
can find loopholes on purely intellectual grounds.”
To see this, consider Romans 1:18–20. There Paul attempts to make sense of human
unbelief and, in every instance, finds it inexcusable:
The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men, who suppress the truth in unrighteousness, because what
may be known of God is manifest in them, for God has shown it to them. For
since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so
that they are without excuse.
Thus, when people fail to believe in the Christian God and then try to justify their
unbelief on intellectual grounds by claiming insufficient evidence, their failure is not
intellectual but moral in that they willfully suppress what light their intellects ought to be
giving them.
Still, God seems to avoid making himself over-obvious. Isaiah 45:15 stresses the
hiddenness of God: “Verily thou art a God that hidest thyself, O God of Israel, the
Savior.” Some Christian thinkers, notably Pascal, have made much of the hidden God—
the Deus absconditus. 8 Although, in my view, Pascal went a bit overboard reveling in
divine hiddenness, there is an important truth here. God certainly does reveal himself,
both in natural and in salvation history. To those with eyes to see, that evidence is
compelling. But it is not overwhelming, certainly not for those who prefer to remain
unconvinced. It’s not just that God respects human freedom. It’s that our freedom must
respect God—a good heart will use its freedom to seek after God and find him, a corrupt
heart will not.
Why did Judas Iscariot think he could get away with betraying Jesus? If Jesus had, at
every moment in his ministry, displayed a clairvoyance that left no doubt that he knew
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exactly what his disciples were thinking and planning, would Judas have betrayed him?
In that case, would Judas have dared to betray him? But Jesus, in his humanity, seems not
to have continuously hit the disciples over the head with his divinity. Even in the miracles
of Jesus, we find less flamboyance than one might expect from the supreme being of the
universe (albeit one taking human form). For instance, nowhere in the ministry of Jesus,
as described in the New Testament, do we see him miraculously replace a person’s
missing limbs or other body parts. In every instance, however diseased or misshapen,
what Jesus heals is there already. 9 Jesus in Mark 11 talks about a faith that can move
mountains, but Jesus himself left Mounts Zion, Hermon, Sinai as well as all the other
mountains in Israel exactly where he found them.
When Jesus resurrected, he was not immediately identifiable with his former self.
Compare this to Lazarus who, when raised from the dead, was clearly his old self. The
disciples on the road to Emmaus recognized Jesus only after he broke bread with them
(Luke 24:30-31). The apostle Thomas refused to believe that Jesus was raised until he
could see in Jesus the marks of crucifixion (John 20:26-28). And even when Jesus was
nearing his ascension, right before he gave the Great Commission, Matthew 28:17
records, “When they saw him, they worshipped, but some doubted.” Some doubted?
What did they doubt? Presumably that this was the same Jesus who had walked with
them before the crucifixion and that he was indeed the God of the universe. Could not
Jesus have made his resurrection clearer to the disciples, thereby removing all doubt?
Why didn’t Jesus appear to the disciples with exactly the same physical characteristics as
his pre-crucifixion form?
Skeptics love to jump in at such points and sneer, “See, this just shows that
Christianity is bunk.” But the absence of total clarity that would remove all doubt is
hardly reason to deny that there is sufficient clarity to engender faith, especially in those
with a pure heart. Jesus himself says in the Sermon on the Mount that seeing God is
reserved for those with pure hearts (Matthew 5:8). This seems to be the pattern in God’s
revelation of himself: provide enough evidence to convince those who are honestly
seeking truth but not so much evidence as to force belief on those who prefer to believe a
lie.
No doubt, God could make his role as the creator of nature clearer by signing every
sunset, in the bottom right corner, “Made by Yahweh.” God could have implanted in
every string of our DNA the phrase, perhaps in ASCII code, “Made by Yahweh.” But
who other than God could make a sunset? And who other than God could have designed
our DNA? Yet in that case, why should he sign either? Such a signature would constitute
an undignified display unworthy of the author and unnecessary for all but the most
recalcitrant observers, who, save for God’s grace, include each of us.
Let’s consider this point about signatures a bit further. Typically, we sign the things
that we make because our role in making them might otherwise be lost. We want our
identity to be known through the things we have made. We want the recognition for
having made them, and signing things is how we ensure that. But when the set of possible
makers is, and could only be, a single individual, there’s no need to sign something. To
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sign something, in that case, might even signify affectation or insecurity, which would be
unworthy of God in his greatness.
Indeed, if we found that nature were full of “Made by Yahweh” signatures, skeptics
could counter: “The God who made nature and has placed his signature throughout it is
clearly neurotic, worried that he gets proper credit for his works. But God, if he exists,
would have to be perfect, and not a neurotic who is scrupulously concerned about
obtaining proper credit. Accordingly, it follows that God doesn’t exist.” Skeptics, it
seems, would not be satisfied even if God made himself more obvious.
A poignant example of this mindset comes from a website with the memorable
domain name whywontgodhealamputees.com. On this website, one reads,
Does god heal amputees? The Bible clearly promises that God answers prayers.
For example, in Mark 11:24 Jesus says, “Therefore I tell you, whatever you ask
for in prayer, believe that you have received it, and it will be yours.” And billions
of Christians believe these promises. You can find thousands of books, magazine
articles and websites talking about the power of prayer. According to believers,
God is answering millions of their prayers every day. So what should happen if
we pray to God to restore amputated limbs? Clearly, if God is real, limbs should
regenerate through prayer. In reality, they do not. Why not? Because God is
imaginary. 10
This website draws inspiration from the 19th century atheist Anatole France, who is
widely quoted for dismissing the purported miracles at the French shrine Lourdes.
France’s dismissal of miracles at Lourdes took the form of a question: why do we only
see crutches at Lourdes but not wooden legs? Crutches are for those who have legs, but
their legs are not working very well. Wooden legs are for those who have no legs at all.
To leave a wooden leg at Lourdes would testify to a lost leg that grew back. By contrast,
to leave merely a crutch testifies to an existing leg that might have gotten better on its
own.
Yet France, in raising this objection, also considered the possibility of finding
wooden legs at Lourdes. Writing in The Garden of Epicurus, in a passage rarely quoted
by atheists in full, France remarks,
Happening to be at Lourdes, in August, I paid a visit to the grotto where
innumerable crutches were hung up in token of a cure. My companion pointed to
these trophies of the sick-room and hospital ward, and whispered in my ear: “One
wooden leg would be more to the point.” It was the word of a man of sense; but
speaking philosophically, the wooden leg would be no whit more convincing than
a crutch. If an observer of a genuinely scientific spirit were called upon to verify
that a man’s leg, after amputation, had suddenly grown again as before, whether
in a miraculous pool or anywhere else, he would not cry: “Lo! a miracle.” He
would say this: “An observation, so far unique, points us to a presumption that
under conditions still undetermined, the tissues of a human leg have the property
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of reorganizing themselves like a crab’s or lobster’s claws and a lizard’s tail, but
much more rapidly. Here we have a fact of nature in apparent contradiction with
several other facts of the like sort. The contradiction arises from our ignorance,
and clearly shows that the science of animal physiology must be reconstituted, or
to speak more accurately, that it has never yet been properly constituted.” 11
This remarkable passage shows that no evidence could ever get a hardcore atheist to
admit that God exists, much less that the Bible is true. In every case, such atheists will
invoke alternative naturalistic explanations. And even if no such explanation is
forthcoming, they can rationalize that no actual miracle occurred, simply asserting that
we don’t know the underlying naturalistic causes. Disbelieving in God and ridiculing the
Bible, they nonetheless have unbounded faith in the power of nature. Note that France is
not saying that science, as a limited form of inquiry, can only admit naturalistic
explanations, and therefore that a regrown leg might signify a miracle beyond the reach
of science. Rather, he is saying (based on what except his atheist presuppositions?) that a
naturalistic explanation most assuredly exists, even for legs that grow back, and that the
only challenge is for scientists to find that explanation. This is scientism (the view that
science is the only legitimate source of knowledge), and it stacks the deck so that the very
possibility of miracles is ruled out from the start.
I have offered these preliminary remarks in an essay about presumed conflicts
between the Bible and science because this topic is too easily diverted down
unproductive paths. God’s revelation, whether in salvation or natural history, is good
enough to warrant Christian faith. Certainly, God’s revelation could have been more
obvious. Likewise, it could have been less obvious. So let us grant that the fit between
science and the Bible is somewhere in the middle—not totally neat but not totally at odds
either. If the fit were too neat or too contrary, there would be nothing to argue about—
this paper would be unnecessary and we wouldn’t have all the different approaches to the
dialogue between science and faith described earlier. Still, I want to argue that the fit
between the two is plenty good and not nearly as bad as critics make out.

THE COMPATIBILITY OF SCIENCE AND THE BIBLE
No one thinks there is a conflict between Rand McNally and Betty Crocker—between
map making and cake baking. Indeed, how could there be? The two are independent
enterprises. Not so the Bible and science. Even those who argue for complementarity or
compartmentalization of the two have to address the presumption that the two seem to be
speaking to some of the same topics and thus are not entirely independent. Where did the
Earth come from? How did life originate? What does it mean to be human? These
questions and many more lie at the intersection between science and the Bible. And even
if we think the two are not in outright conflict, the Bible and science display certain
tensions. I want in the sequel to unwind some of these tensions, showing that the Bible
and science are far less at odds than is often imagined. At the same time, some tensions
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(such as over the age of the earth) show no signs of being resolved quickly. But even in
such cases, I want to suggest ways in which the tensions can be alleviated.
The Christian Roots of Modern Science
With neo-atheism on the rise, it’s common these days to hear that the Bible is
composed of bronze-age myths that fly in the face of science. 12 The Bible, we are told, is
so out of touch with our present scientific conception of the world that it is best left on
the trash-heap of pre-scientific superstition. But how out of step, really, is the Bible with
modern science? Most of the founders of modern science, from Copernicus to Kepler to
Galileo to Newton, venerated the Bible. Even in the 19th century, most of the top
scientists were persons of faith. Take, for instance, James Clerk Maxwell, the preeminent
physicist of that time. He spent every Sunday away from physics reading theology. 13
So, somehow, many top scientists have seen no fundamental conflict between the
Bible and science. In fact, some historians of science have argued, notably Stanley Jaki,
that the worldview of the Bible, in which God created a world separate from himself,
allowed scientists to see the world as the invention of a mind (God’s) and thus to view
their role as trying to track how this mind had constructed the world (“reading God’s
thoughts after him”). 14 Moreover, because the world was an invention, it was
contingent—God could have invented it differently. Thus, experimentation with the
world was necessary to see what God had actually done in creation. Arm chair
philosophy was therefore no longer the proper route for understanding nature. And
finally, because the world was not identical with God, experimentation with the things of
the world was not a sacrilege. Indeed, it could even be sacramental, as a means for
uncovering God’s wisdom and glory in creation. 15
Christianity’s role in inspiring the rise of modern science cuts little ice these days. A
few years back I was lecturing at the University of Toronto when a biologist on faculty
confronted me over my Christian faith. To him it was incomprehensible that any scientist
could believe in God. I asked him, “What about Newton?” He instantly shot back, “Yeah,
but Newton didn’t know about evolution.” According to this biologist, evolution so
thoroughly undermined belief in God that it led to a mass exodus of scientists from the
faith. He had a point: the percentage of scientists, especially in the upper echelons, who
keep faith has significantly decreased with the advent of Darwin and the widespread
acceptance of his theory. 16 But it is also true that many outstanding scientists currently on
the scene are Christians, take the Bible seriously, and question evolutionary theory. 17
Thus, a simple head-count of scientists who believe or disbelieve in the biblical God will
not answer whether the Bible and science do in fact conflict—we can each point to our
favorite believing or unbelieving champions of science. For that reason, we need to look
deeper.
The Bible as a Non-Scientific Text
Let’s therefore turn to the Bible itself. The world rendered by the Bible, we are told,
is radically different from the world rendered by contemporary science. Skeptics portray
the Bible as scientifically out of touch. Such a charge, however, stems from a mistaken
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and uncharitable reading of the Bible. To see this, it helps to compare the Bible with
some of the other highly regarded literature of antiquity and note how the Bible avoids
the scientific “boners” that abound in that literature. This essay is not the place for an
exhaustive examination of such mistakes, but I’ll mention two here because they set off
the Bible as far less problematic scientifically than much of that literature.
Part of the reason the Bible is able to avoid scientific boners is that it tends not to
address scientific topics directly and thus avoids the degree of specificity that could get it
into scientific trouble. The Bible, for instance, certainly mentions that humans have teeth
(“an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth”). But nowhere in the Bible does it say how
many teeth humans have in their mouths. Aristotle, however, did attempt to answer this
question and claimed, in his History of Animals, that men have more teeth than women. 18
In fact, men and women have the same number of teeth, as Aristotle might readily have
determined had he simply looked into human mouths and started counting. But that’s the
point: in scientific matters that can readily be investigated through direct observation, the
Bible seems unproblematic.
Aristotle wrote 300 years before New Testament times. Basil the Great, regarded in
his day as the preeminent theologian, and writing 300 years after New Testament times,
committed a scientific boner at least as bad. Writing in his Hexaemeron (a collection of
sermons on the days of Genesis 1), Basil describes the following case of two species
interbreeding:
The viper, the cruelest of reptiles, unites itself with the sea lamprey, and,
announcing its presence by a hiss, it calls it from the depths to conjugal union.
The lamprey obeys, and is united to this venomous animal. What does this mean?
However hard, however fierce a husband may be, the wife ought to bear with him,
and not wish to find any pretext for breaking the union. He strikes you, but he is
your husband. He is a drunkard, but he is united to you by nature. He is brutal and
cross, but he is henceforth one of your members, and the most precious of all. 19
This passage is biological nonsense. The viper and the sea lamprey are different
species (or different kinds, to use the biblical term). They do not interbreed and indeed
cannot interbreed. Moreover, Basil attempts to draw from this biological nonsense a
moral lesson that is at odds with Scripture and is morally repugnant. Basil, who was
celibate and never married, is here saying that no amount of abuse of a wife by her
husband is sufficient to justify her leaving him. Even the Bible, with its rigorous views on
marriage and divorce, doesn’t go that far (see, for instance, 1 Corinthians 7, where, under
certain circumstances, the wife is free to leave her husband). Basil presents natural
theology at its worst: looking to behaviors of lower animals to draw unbiblical moral
lessons for humanity is bad enough, but then getting the very biology wrong is beyond
the pale.
In the Westminster Shorter Catechism, the third question reads, “What do the
Scriptures principally teach,” to which the answer reads, “The Scriptures principally
teach what man is to believe concerning God and what duty God requires of man.” 20 This
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answer, it seems to me, is on the mark. The fact is, the Bible tends not to venture into
areas where it could commit gross scientific blunders, such as assigning the wrong
number of teeth to humans or claiming that distinct species are capable of interbreeding
when in fact they cannot. Simply in virtue of the type of book the Bible is and the types
of things its authors are trying to get across, it avoids many of the scientific boners of
antiquity.
Nonetheless, for many contemporary critics of the Bible, the mere fact that the Bible
avoids certain obvious scientific mistakes does little to resolve the tensions that they
perceive between the Bible and science. To them, the Bible appears outlandish. It
describes a world in which demons account for mental, and at times also physical, illness;
in which miraculous events occur repeatedly and openly (not in some hidden corner but
where CNN could send a film crew to record those events if they were happening today);
in which curses and blessings seem to have real efficacy; in which prophets accurately
foretell future events; and in which the writers of Scripture seem to display an
understanding of the cosmos that we now know with confidence to be wrong.
Although these concerns need to be taken seriously, they are answerable provided one
recognizes four things: (1) the antiquity of the Bible, which assures that some of the ways
it puts things are bound to strike modern readers as foreign; (2) the distinction between
phenomenological and realistic uses of language; (3) one’s prior commitment, or lack
thereof, to naturalism; and (4) the primacy of text over authorial intention in
interpretation. These points are crucial to maintaining the Bible’s reasonableness in the
face of science. Let’s examine them in turn.
The Antiquity of the Bible and Face-Value Meaning
The first is straightforward. The Bible is an old book written by people in cultures
distinct from our own. Its conceptual grid differs from ours. In consequence, we need to
read it charitably, attempting to understand its claims on its own terms. A common point
of contention between theological conservatives and liberals is over whether the Bible
should be interpreted literally. In a sense, all interpretation must be literal in that it must
pay attention to the actual letters on a page (that’s where all interpretation begins). But in
these debates the real question is whether one is bound, as a faithful interpreter of
Scripture, to adopt its most obvious face-value meaning.
It would seem that the biblical writers themselves were not literalists in this sense.
For all the references in the Old Testament to various events taking “forty years,” very
few of them probably refer to periods of time that are even close to 14,600 days (= 40 ×
365). Jesus himself said many paradoxical things that were not meant to be taken literally
(such as gouging out one’s eye if it causes offence). That’s not to say we should eschew
the face-value meaning of Scripture. At times—perhaps most of the time—the right
interpretation is the most obvious interpretation. And at other times it is not. Hence Paul
enjoins that Christians “rightly divide the word of truth.” (2 Timothy 2:15)
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The Bible’s Use of Phenomenological Language
The second point, about phenomenological and realistic language, relates to the first.
In recognizing that the Bible is an old book written by people with cultural backgrounds
quite different from our own, we need to keep in mind that they didn’t distinguish
between appearance and reality with quite the same obsessiveness that we do. This is not
to say that they didn’t recognize the distinction. But their language tends to focus more
on appearance and theological significance than on underlying reality—it is more
phenomenological than realistic. Take the claim in Psalm 93 about the world being firmly
established so that it cannot be moved. Some Bible-believing contemporaries of
Copernicus took this psalm to mean that the earth doesn’t actually move around the sun,
implying that Copernicus must be wrong. 21
Anticipating such concerns, Osiander, Copernicus’s publisher of De Revolutionibus
Orbium Coelestium, made sure, in the foreword, to stress that Copernicus’s theory
provided a way of accounting for the movements of heavenly bodies without claiming
that these were their actual movements (Copernicus’s theory was thus attempting to “save
the phenomena,” thereby meeting a criterion for empirical adequacy known to the ancient
Greeks). 22 Osiander thus enabled Copernicus to keep peace with the Catholic Church in a
way that Galileo could not, for Galileo claimed that the earth did not merely appear to
rotate around the sun but actually did so. Accordingly, when Copernicus proposed his
theory, given Osiander’s foreword, he could be seen as providing one way of describing
what heavenly bodies appeared to be doing without committing himself to the literal truth
of this description. Motion, as we know now and Copernicus knew then, is relative. We
may think we are moving, but in fact we may be stationary and other things may be
moving relative to us.
Phenomenological language has a certain logical priority over realistic language. The
world, in the first instance, presents itself to us via phenomena, which are then most
naturally described phenomenologically. Realistic language, which purports get at the
underlying reality behind these phenomena, is then logically downstream. Even when we
conduct scientific experiments to try to get at the underlying reality behind phenomena,
we depend on phenomena. When, for instance, Charles Wilson conducted his cloud
chamber experiments tracking electrons, what he saw were tracks in the cloud chamber.
The underlying reality—that is, the electrons tracing those tracks—were inferred from the
phenomena produced through his experiment.
The distinction between phenomenological and realistic language helps mitigate the
jarring to our modern sensibilities when the Bible speaks of physical events having
spiritual causes. Take, for instance, demons. Anyone acquainted with mental illness
recognizes that some psychological conditions give all appearance of an invisible
malevolent force acting to ruin the sufferer’s life. Is the underlying reality here an evil
spirit that needs to be exorcised? Is it a brain imbalance that needs to be medicated (as
with bipolar disorder that responds to lithium)? Is it some combination of the two?
I, personally, take the accounts of demons in the New Testament literally and don’t
try to explain them away in purely medical terms. My point, however, is that regardless
of what one thinks about the ultimate reality of demons, the language of demons, treated
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phenomenologically, makes perfect sense. Take drug addiction. We sometimes describe
people addicted to drugs as “having a monkey on their back.” The monkey isn’t visible.
One might say it’s a metaphor. Or one might say it’s a demon. Does it matter? Recently a
friend of mine committed suicide. His mother had committed suicide years earlier. As a
mutual acquaintance put it, his mother’s suicide was “a demon he faced all his life.” Even
in our colloquial language, we refer to someone who engages in self-defeating behaviors
as wrestling with one’s “demons.”
Naturalism and Miracles
Now a skeptic of the Bible might reply that metaphorical references to demons are
fine and well, but that the Bible also teaches a full-scale demonology in which demons
are real spiritual beings that can affect both body and mind. Let’s grant, for the sake of
argument, that this is in fact the biblical teaching. That brings us to our third point—one’s
prior commitment to naturalism. Even if a skeptic were inclined to read the Scriptures
charitably and thus interpret references to demons in modern medical terms, he will still
find plenty that’s objectionable in the Scriptures. Skeptics typically have a prior
commitment to naturalism, the view that nature operates by unbroken natural law and that
supernatural powers play no role in the world. In other words, they are naturalists. Now
the Bible is clearly a supernatural book in the sense that it attributes many extraordinary
events to supernatural agency. So here we will necessarily have to part company with the
naturalists.
As orthodox Christians, we believe that the miracles, prophesies, answered prayers,
blessings, and curses recorded in Scripture happened and that God or lesser spiritual
agencies (angels and demons) played a key causal role. Naturalists, obviously, reject this
view. But in doing so, are they more rational and measured than supernaturalists? That’s
how naturalists usually portray themselves. A world not governed by unbroken natural
law is for them a lunatic asylum, one in which capricious gods operate without restraint,
violating rational expectations and rendering science impossible. When money in a safe
is missing, don’t look for a human thief; instead, conclude that the devil made it
magically dematerialize—that’s how naturalists view supernaturalists. According to
naturalists, only a world operating by unbroken natural law is rational and open to
scientific inquiry. 23
But the doctrine of divine omnipotence, which teaches that God can do anything
that’s logically possible, hardly entails that God need act capriciously or unreasonably.
God, who is supremely rational, who embodies all rationality, who in Jesus was reason
(logos) incarnate, can surely be trusted to act reasonably. By wisdom God created an
orderly world, a cosmos, that provides a window into his glory. True, that window is
darkened to us on account of sin, but the glory of God is still evident in creation. Creation
presents us with regularities—the sun rises and sets, seasons come and go. But the God
who created this world and endowed it with regularities is not bound by them. If he
chooses, he can override the laws of nature—they are, after all, part of his creation. For
the naturalist, the laws of nature are primary: everything that happens must in principle
be characterizable by them. But the God who created nature is free to intervene in nature:
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God can do things that the causal powers of nature, left to themselves, could never
accomplish.
Note that when God overrides natural laws by intervening in the world, he is not
violating or even suspending these laws. The laws and the natural powers they
characterize are still operating, but they are not having their ordinary effect because other
powers are also operating. Divine intervention here parallels human intervention.
Imagine, for instance, that an earthquake causes a lamp to fall off your desk. You
intervene by holding out your hand and breaking the fall before it smashes to the ground.
Your intervention did not stop gravity from working or the laws of gravity from applying.
Rather, by intervening, you overrode what gravity would otherwise have accomplished
(in this case, destroying the lamp). In the science-theology dialogue, “intervention” has
become a dirty word, as though it is beneath God’s dignity to intervene in the world. Yet
if we’re sick, we certainly desire the intervention of a physician. God is the world’s
physician, and the Bible clearly teaches that God intervenes.
But when God intervenes in the world, must he act unreasonably or capriciously? To
see that this is not the case, consider again human intervention. No law of nature
characterizes how your car navigates from home to work. You, as the driver, are free to
direct the car any way you like. You could drive capriciously, weaving the car madly
between lanes. You could also drive it into a ditch. But, as a rational agent, you don’t
engage in such bizarre acts. Your purpose is to drive safely to work, and that’s exactly
what you do. If intelligent agency in human contexts can avoid the charge of
capriciousness or unreasonableness, why not in the context of divine action? Why can’t
God, by intervening in the world, direct it to fulfill his good purposes? And if the world
has no natural capacity to fulfill certain of God’s good purposes, why can’t God, who
transcends nature, exercise powers in nature that nature itself doesn’t have? Christ’s
resurrection is a case in point: bodies that have been dead three days do not naturally get
up and go back to living. That requires a supernatural act.
Naturalism is best viewed as a Pelagian heresy. Pelagius, the fifth century heretic,
proposed that humanity already has everything it needs to be saved. Accordingly, the
faith and good works that bring salvation were for him entirely under human control and
required no divine aid. By simply directing their wills aright, said Pelagius, humans can
achieve salvation. Orthodox Christianity has always regarded Pelagianism as a heresy,
teaching instead that humans require God’s grace to be saved. 24 And what is grace? It is
the gift of something that we cannot manufacture on our own. Pelagianism closes off
humanity from divine grace, regarding it as unnecessary. Naturalism does the same at the
level of the cosmos, closing it off from effective divine action. Humans need divine
intervention to be saved. Likewise, the world needs divine intervention to fulfill God’s
good purposes. Pelagianism denies the one, naturalism the other.
The Primacy of Text in Interpretation
The final point to keep in mind in maintaining the Bible’s reasonableness in the face
of science is hermeneutic and stresses the primacy of text over authorial intention in the
interpretive enterprise. 25 When I teach apologetics, I find that students have the most
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difficulty with the point. It is natural to think of verbal communication as an attempt to
represent the intention of the author (whether speaker or writer), and thus regard
successful interpretation as uncovering the author’s original intention. But when
interpreting a text, we typically have no direct access to the mind of the author and what
he or she intends. All we have are words and gestures. Authorial intention is always
inferred. It is always logically downstream from text.
We readily appreciate this point in ordinary situations. For instance, imagine you’re
driving down the road with your spouse, lost in a strange town. The GPS isn’t working.
You’re at the wheel, your spouse is frantically trying to read a map. You come to a
crucial intersection and your spouse says “turn right” but really means turn left. How do
you know that your spouse really meant to turn left? Because, after you turn right, your
spouse utters in frustration (text again), “Oh no, I meant for you to turn left.” And so,
after turning right, you make a U-turn and drive in the opposite direction. In such cases,
the mismatch between text (“turn right”) and intention (expressed subsequently by “I
meant for you to turn left”) becomes clear because the texts interact dynamically, with
one clarifying the other.
But with written texts, unlike oral exchanges, where the author is unavailable for
further clarification, we are simply left with a given text that needs to be interpreted. Our
natural tendency then is to think that because authorial intention is causally upstream
from text, authorial intention should have primacy over text. Primacy in that case,
however, is not hermeneutic but causal (authorial intention is causally responsible, in the
sense of agent causation, for the author’s text). Yet, when it comes to making sense of the
text itself, the primacy is hermeneutic, and we must start and end with the text.
Ordinarily, assigning priority to text in this way is not a problem. Indeed, we don’t fault
the spouse at the wheel for turning right when the spouse on the passenger side utters
“turn right” but in fact meant that the driver should turn left.
But the primacy of text in the hermeneutic enterprise does run into resistance when
we have faulty preconceptions about an author’s intention and employ them unbidden in
our interpretive efforts. C. S. Lewis makes this point when he describes a young girl who
conceived of poison as “horrid red things.” 26 Thus, when she looked at non-red
substances, she didn’t regard them as poisonous, even if they were. Her misconception
about poison could easily lead her to mistakenly describe some poisons as nonpoisonous. And yet, if she were to utter “that stuff is poisonous because mommy said so,”
it would be mistaken to dismiss her warning because of her erroneous conception of
poison. Her statement might be accurate and true despite her faulty conception of poison.
Now it seems that this disjunction between what the biblical writers actually wrote
versus what their worldview led them to believe about what they wrote is signally
important in how we interpret the Bible generally and how we make scientific sense of
the Bible in particular. It may well be that the biblical writers thought that the earth
floated in water and that the sky was a giant canopy with stars embedded in it like jewels.
Such a cosmology appears to have been widespread in the ancient near east, and the
biblical writers were probably not immune to it. But when we look at the actual text of
the Bible, are we required to interpret it that way? Is this misconception of the cosmos
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something we can actually get out of the text? Or, like the young girl of C. S. Lewis’s
acquaintance, who despite her misconceptions about poisons could nonetheless utter true
statements about them, did the biblical writers, even if laboring under certain
misconceptions about the cosmos, make claims that were and remain cosmologically
sound?
As a biblical inerrantist, I’m bound to answer yes to this question. All the same,
biblical inerrancy doesn’t demand that this answer be given reflexively. Biblical
inerrancy is falsifiable in the sense that this position depends on the Bible not saying
crazy and patently false things. The girl in C. S. Lewis’s story would be ascertainably
wrong if she claimed that aspirin in large doses is non-poisonous because, when you
crush it up, no horrid red things are visible. Perhaps the biblical writers had similar
misconceptions about the cosmos. But my point is that if they did, they did not give
expression to their misconceptions and, as a result, steered clear of error. If the Bible
explicitly stated that the sun is smaller than the earth or that the moon is made of cheese,
it would be ascertainably wrong and give evidence of a mistaken underlying cosmology.
But such errors are, I submit, not evident in Scripture.
By emphasizing the primacy of text over authorial intention in interpretation, one
avoids the hermeneutic pitfall in which one assumes the biblical writers had particular
misconceptions and then reads the text to confirm those misconceptions. Given the
primacy of text over authorial intention, the critic of the Bible must show that the text
fails on its own terms and not with the help of some presumed faulty ideas attributed to
the biblical writers. Granted, this doesn’t eliminate all scientific difficulties associated
with the Bible, but it does significantly mitigate them.
Throughout this discussion about text and authorial intention, I have referred to the
“biblical writers” rather than to the “authors of the Bible.” This was deliberate. As
Christians, we regard the Bible as God’s word—God, ultimately, is the author of the
Bible. To be sure, from a purely human vantage, the biblical writers are the Bible’s
authors. But, as Christians, we regard God as intimately involved in all aspects of the
world, and specially so in the formation of the Bible. The Christian doctrine of divine
concursus holds that even in ordinary events that seem to have ordinary causes, God is
active. Genesis 50:20 is the locus classicus for this view: Joseph’s brothers sold him into
slavery with evil intent; but God, wanting to send Joseph to Egypt to save the Israelites
from a coming famine, acted with good intent—even through the misdeeds of his
brothers. Thus, in the formation of the Bible, despite whatever scientific misconceptions
the biblical writers may have had, God expressed his intentions accurately and preserved
them from error, scientific and otherwise.
In stressing the primacy of text over authorial intention in interpretation, I don’t mean
to place myself at odds with that staple of evangelical hermeneutics in which
grammatico-historical exegesis has as its principal aim to approximate authorial
intention. So long as we understand that the author is God and that the human writers are
God’s instruments, this approach is fine. Indeed, as Christians we want to know God’s
mind, at least as much of it as our limited minds can handle. But we run into trouble if we
limit God’s word, when stated in human language, to the intentions of the human writers
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or speakers. Consider Caiaphas, who as high priest, stated in John 11:50 that it was
expedient for one man (Jesus) to die for the people. John 11:51 comments on Caiaphas’s
statement: “This he did not say on his own authority; but being high priest that year he
prophesied that Jesus would die for the nation.” Caiaphas saw the need for Jesus’ death
purely in political terms. Yet John 11:51 makes clear that there was a deeper intention
underlying Caiaphas’s statement so that, as high priest, he was actually prophesying
about the necessity of the Messiah dying for the sins of the people. Biblical hermeneutics
is about getting at this deeper intention by means of texts. It’s in this sense that I refer to
their primacy.
This discussion of hermeneutics would be incomplete without noting that science is
itself a hermeneutic enterprise. When we talk about the Bible and science as possibly
conflicting, we are really comparing two hermeneutic enterprises and doing so in a way
that could be confusing, mixing apples and oranges. Hermeneutics is about explaining
data. There is the datum that needs to be explained, the explanandum; and there is what
does the explaining, the explanans. Hermeneutically speaking, the role of the Bible is as
explanandum, the role of science as explanans. What explains the Bible? Theology. What
is science explaining? Nature. Theology is to the Bible as science is to nature. The Bible
is God’s special revelation to humanity, nature is God’s general revelation to humanity.
Theology explains the one, science the other. Thus, it would be more accurate to ask
whether theology and science conflict. Strictly speaking, the Bible and science can
conflict no more than nature and theology can conflict.

WHEN SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY CONFLICT
Still, there are things that the Bible seems clearly to teach and likewise there are
things that nature seems clearly to teach. In other words, theology, looking to the Bible,
seems to mandate certain views and likewise science, looking to nature, seems to
mandate certain views. So what happens when these views conflict? Obviously, one or
the other has to give. Thus, it may be that our interpretation of the Bible has to give or
that our interpretation of nature has to give. How this shakes out must be decided on a
case-by-case basis. Let me suggest, however, that such resolutions are not a one-way
street, with science always having the upper hand and theology always having to fall in
line. Rather, it is a two-way street, with both having to make adjustments to each other.
To see how this works, let’s look briefly at the biblical account of creation in Genesis,
since it is here that critics of the Bible focus most of their energy. I note three main points
in dispute, and respond briefly to each:
(1)

Genesis teaches creation ex nihilo. Yes it does, and good for it. Even fifty
years ago, many scientists thought the physical universe was eternal. But with
the rise of big-bang cosmology, the best scientific evidence now points to the
physical universe having a beginning. 27 That means the universe wasn’t made
out of prior physical stuff, otherwise it couldn’t really be said to have a
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beginning. So the universe must have come into existence ex nihilo. That
leaves essentially two options: God created the universe or it popped into
existence from nothing. Some critics of the Bible in fact opt for the latter,
arguing that because the universe’s net energy is zero, it might have arisen
through a separation of positive and negative energy in a vacuum. 28 But such
a vacuum would not be a genuine nothing but a thing with properties
characterizable in terms of a well-defined physical theory (e.g., a theory of
quantum gravity). A genuine nothing, however, admits no predicates—one
couldn’t rightly ascribe to it various energy states or anything else for that
matter. Thus, when Richard Dawkins, for example, looks to science to explain
the origin of the universe, he commits a logical error: science presupposes a
causal nexus operating by natural laws. Science therefore presupposes the
very thing that Dawkins claims it is trying to explain. He is therefore arguing
in a circle. 29
(2)

Genesis teaches that the earth and universe are less than 10,000 years old.
Certainly, most interpreters of the Bible until the rise of modern science took
the earth and universe to be less than 10,000 years old—I show this in detail
in my book The End of Christianity. 30 But does the mere fact that a given
interpretation held sway for a long time mandate that this interpretation is
correct or must be held in perpetuity? Psalm 93 claims that the earth is
established forever and cannot be moved. Most interpreters of the Bible until
the rise of modern science held this psalm to teach that the earth is stationary.
But with the rise of modern astronomy and physics, that interpretation has
been widely rejected, even by the most ardent supporters of biblical literalism.
In any case, there now appears to be not just good scientific evidence for a
much older earth and universe but also good exegetical evidence from the
Bible suggesting that it need not be read as teaching a young earth. I discuss
this evidence at length in The End of Christianity. 31

(3)

Genesis teaches that basic types of organisms, and humans in particular, were
specially created rather than the result of evolution. Although I don’t think
the scientific evidence supports large-scale evolution, it’s not clear to me that
the biblical evidence categorically rules out large-scale evolution or mandates
a form of special creation where organisms materialize from strictly inorganic
substrates. To see this, consider that Genesis claims humans are made of dust,
at one point even referring to humans as dust (“dust thou art, and unto dust
shalt thou return”—Genesis 3:19). But if humans are dust, then so are other
animals. Thus, when Genesis says that humans were made from dust, what is
to prevent God from transforming preexisting ape-like primates (who are dust)
into humans (who are also dust) by some evolutionary process? Let me
emphasize, I personally don’t accept this argument, but it is one readily
advanced by evolutionists against special creationists. One can reject
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evolution because, as a believer in the Bible, one interprets it as teaching a
mode of divine creation that rules out evolution. Or one can reject evolution
because, as a scientific inquirer, one regards the evidence for such large-scale
evolutionary change as weak. Or one can appeal to a combination of these
factors.
I close this essay by dispelling a myth, the myth of the scientific juggernaut. Those
who would turn science into an idol for worship portray it as a juggernaut that
relentlessly pushes back the frontiers of knowledge and so ever shrinks the relevance of
religion, rendering the Bible passé. But science is no such juggernaut. It is, rather, an
interconnected web of factual and theoretical claims about the world that are constantly
in need of revision and for which changes in one portion of the web can induce farreaching changes in another. Specifically, science regularly confronts the problem of
having to withdraw claims that it once confidently asserted.
Consider an example from geology. In the nineteenth century the geosynclinal theory
was proposed to explain how mountain ranges form. According to this theory, large
trough-like depressions, known as geosynclines, once filled with sediment, gradually
became unstable, and then, when crushed and heated by the earth, rose to form mountain
ranges. As late as 1960, geologists asserted that the geosynclinal theory decisively
answered how mountain ranges formed. In the 1960 edition of Clark and Stearn’s
Geological Evolution of North America, the geosynclinal theory was said to be as well
established as Darwin’s theory of evolution. Whatever became of the geosynclinal
theory? (And what is to become of Darwin’s theory?) Within a few years, the theory of
plate tectonics, which explained mountain formation through continental drift and seafloor spreading, decisively replaced the geosynclinal theory. 32
The history of science is filled with such reversals in which confident claims to
knowledge suddenly disappear from the scientific literature. 33 Science can get things
wrong—indeed, massively wrong. Moreover, often we can tell that science has gotten it
wrong without having to come up with a viable alternative—some theories collapse of
internal contradiction, others die because they fail to match up with new empirical data.
All that to say, Christians ought never to feel intimidated by science. This is God’s world.
He created it. He gave us minds to understand it. But that understanding, especially on
scientific matters, is fallible and constantly requires critical scrutiny. Thus, our first
reaction to any presumed conflicts between the Bible and science should not be to jettison
the Bible but rather to achieve a deeper understanding of what God is speaking through
the Bible as well as through nature.
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